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Fiend | Definition of Fiend by Merriam-Webster
(compare Old Norse fjándi (Icelandic fjandi, Danish fjende,
Swedish fiende, Norwegian fiende, West Frisian fijân, Low
German Feend, Fiend, Dutch vijand.
Fiend - Wikipedia
Simona is such a fiend she keeps hitting my juul and draining
my pod. I herd dey be jus sum local 'fiends' who run aroun
smokin dat Golden Poppy all day.
Shadow Fiend/Lore - Dota 2 Wiki
a person or thing that causes mischief or annoyance: Those
children are little fiends. Informal. a person who is
extremely addicted to some pernicious habit: an .
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German Feend, Fiend, Dutch vijand.

Fiend on Spotify
In Quake, a Fiend or Demon (as called in the model files, such
as yjewocetaxyl.tk) is a four-legged, monkey-like beast that
uses its claws to slash a target. In addition.
Fiend (rapper) - Wikipedia
fiend (n.) Old English feond "enemy, foe, adversary,"
originally present participle of feogan "to hate," from
Proto-Germanic *fijand- "hating, hostile" (source also of.
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And when also in a impossible situation it looks like The
Fiend likes to give Tom a fighting chance so he can Fiend
Tom's soul. You look like someone who appreciates good music.
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